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Abstract— Microprocessors are constantly evolving with the advent of new technologies in order 

to meet the requirements of more complex and computation hungry applications. The problem of 

misprediction in branches is one of the key issues as the complexity of the microprocessor 

increases. Increase in misprediction leads to increase in clock cycles adding latency and reducing 

the overall performance of the processor. Instruction level parallelism requires branch predictor 

to reduce number of stalls n hence, waiting time. This leads to designing efficient branch 

predictors to avoid the branch misprediction penalties in order to improve performance in terms 

of speed and power usage. In this survey, we will analyze existing branch prediction techniques 

and compare their strengths and weaknesses in comparison with each other.  
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I  INTRODUCTION   

There has been a tremendous improvement in microprocessor designs in last two decades. 

Microprocessors are constantly evolving with the advent of new technologies in order to meet the 

requirements of more complex and computation hungry applications. Handing branches efficiently is 

one of major performance issues in order to lower the latency as well as power consumption. Branch 

predictors have gained a lot of popularity and usage because of the improvements they provide in 

performance of microprocessor.  

These predictors use the historical and behavioral information of branches to guess the behavior 

of next branches. On the basis of these predictions made by branch predictor, the decoding and 

execution of next instruction(s) can be carried reducing the number of overall stalls and waiting time. 

If branch predictors make a correct prediction, the partial speculative results already calculated for the 

next instructions can be used. However, if a misprediction occurs the partial speculative results have to 

be discarded and pipeline starts over again with correction. The problem of misprediction in branches 

is one of the key issues as the complexity of the microprocessor increases. Modern microprocessors use 

deep pipelines i.e. number of pipeline stages are more. As the cost of misprediction depends directly on 

the number of pipeline stages, it becomes a critical issue in modern microprocessors. Increase in 

misprediction leads to increase in clock cycles adding latency and reducing the overall performance of 

the processor. Instruction level parallelism requires branch predictor to reduce number of stalls n hence, 



 

 

waiting time. In case of high rate of misprediction, branch mispredictions may constitute a major portion 
of overall execution time.  

This leads to designing efficient branch predictors to avoid the branch misprediction penalties 

in order to improve performance in terms of speed and power usage as both are very important factors 

for efficient microprocessor design. Moreover, size of branch predictors should always be kept optimum 

while enhancing the prediction and performance. In this survey, we will analyze existing branch 

prediction techniques and compare their strengths and weaknesses in comparison with each other. The 

rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, we will discuss the need for a comprehensive survey in 

Section 2. Section 3 will define the current problem and we will discuss existing surveys on this topic 

in Section 4. In section 5, we will present review of the branch prediction techniques which are focus 

of recent research in this area. We will compare these techniques on the basis of comparison matrices 

for branch prediction. Finally, in Section 6 we will conclude the survey and will give overview of future 
direction of research in this area.  

II. IMPORTANCE  

Branch predictors are widely used in modern microprocessors and a lot of research work is going 

on to improve their performance in order to enhance microprocessors. Initially static branch predictors 

were used which use the simplest prediction mechanism based only on the branch instruction. Researchers 

and developers are now more motivated to use dynamic history of branches, correlation information 

amongst branches, exploiting multiple levels and other factors while designing a more powerful branch 

predictor. These factors are identified using their impact on branch prediction and are improved using 

different techniques in order to come up with better branch predictors.  

Researchers have come up with many new branch prediction techniques in recent years. Examples 

of such techniques include static prediction, next-line prediction, two-level adaptive prediction, global 

prediction, local prediction, neural prediction and many more. Research work is constantly aiming to 

improve the performance and reduce the cost as well as misprediction overhead in new branch prediction 

techniques. Many versions of the prediction techniques are adapted to present different solutions for 

different types of microprocessors. Moreover, researchers are motivated towards combining different 

techniques to move towards better solutions with hybrid approaches. For researchers who want to get an 

overview of branch prediction techniques and how useful they are, a survey is necessary to present all 

information in a nutshell. We have organized this survey in a way that we introduce all terminologies 

relating to this topic, explain them and then compare different techniques with descriptions so that the text 

is easy to understand for all readers. This survey can also be used to get an overview of which branch 

predictors are better for what type of performance improvement. For example, branch predictor which 

filters global history can reduce power dissipation and latency by 84% and 30% respectively. We will 

discuss the comparison matrices and different terminologies in detail in following sections.   

  

  

III. CURRENT PROBLEMS  

      An optimal branch predictor is undoubtedly the one capable of showing maximum accuracy, optimal 

performance, efficient power utilization, and effective energy consumption. As branch predictor is loosely 

coupled, processors newer version can be updated easily. But as the advancements in architecture have 

resulted in deeper pipelines along with increased issue-widths the task to design an optimal branch 

predictor has become more challenging. The above mentioned reasons have led to designing time 



 

 

consuming and complex branch prediction algorithms and costly to manage branch target buffers. In 

addition to this, the recent advancements in the field of computer architecture, like higher clock rates and 

multiple cores per chip, have resulted in cycle latency for resolving instruction. Consequently, a program 

has large number of branches (dependent upon each other). The existing branch prediction techniques 

could be broadly categorized into static and dynamic branch prediction. Static branch prediction relies 

upon efficient algorithms and compiler optimizations along with fixed hardware circuit. Whereas dynamic 

branch prediction has capability of dynamically predicting different directions of branches during program 

execution and it emphasizes upon the hardware design. Dynamic branch prediction has proved to be more 

accurate yet complicated to implement in comparison to static branch prediction. Many models have been 

proposed for branch prediction like bimodal branch predictor, which predicts most common direction. A 

two level predictor has also gained success in terms of higher rate of accurate branch predictions. In 

addition to this a hybrid branch predictor has also been proposed which makes use of combined algorithms 

used in other predictors. In order to achieve higher accuracy many hierarchal branch predictors have also 

been proposed i.e value based predictors and tournament predictors. Most recently the field of machine 

learning has been adopted as a basis for designing branch predictors and many neural branch prediction 

schemes have been proposed by different researchers. There are two functional parts of a branch predictor 

i.e direction prediction and target address prediction. Direction is usually determined by algorithms but 

target is determined through lookup tables or buffers. The advantages of compiler based/static branch 

predictions are the simplicity of hardware design along with increment in prediction accuracy but with the 

dis advantage of complex algorithms and increased latency. Whereas the dynamic branch predictors offer 

energy and power optimizations but at the cost of complex and costly hardware designs. The neural based 

branch predictors have shown the maximum accuracy, the simple hardware design but it also suffers with 

the draws backs of very complex and time consuming computations; that certainly not are an ideal solution 

for deeper pipelines as it directly results in more latency and poor power consumption.  

Hence a survey covering all the aspects and proposed schemes for branch prediction was inevitable to get 

an overall picture of the problem and the proposed solutions. We aim to provide a broad yet specific 

description of all the concepts and issues related to branch prediction mechanism along with the analysis 
of the important proposed solutions/schemes and there related advantages and disadvantages.  

IV.  RELATED WORK  

Many researchers have focused upon presenting surveys regarding branch prediction mechanism. Many 

studies have been conducted to analyze the performance of different branch prediction schemes. But one 

way or the other, they all have not included the latest and most recent work. This has given rise to the need 

of conducting a survey covering all the aspects relate to branch prediction as well as analyzing the most 

recent solutions in the mentioned field along with their pros and cons. We aim to present a detailed research 

survey in the field of branch prediction. We have selected 10 latest mechanisms proposed for branch 

prediction, a summary of each along with a detailed analysis; discussion related to the advantages and 
disadvantages is also presented.  

V. REVIEW OF EXISTING WORK  

Branch prediction has been greatest attraction in all times for the computer developers. Achieving 

maximum accuracy, less latencies, less power consumption and simple hardware circuitry is the metrics 

that defines the design of an ideal branch predictor. Many researches have been proposed to improve 

branch predictor designs to gain maximum performance. This section presents an overview of 10 latest 

researches in the field of branch prediction along with the pros and cons of each. An accurate yet complex 

predictor could prove to be inefficient as the gain achieved by the accuracy is negated by the resulting 



 

 

time delays (computational complexity).We have also devised a performance metrics to measure the 

effectiveness of each technique at the end of this section.  

  

A. The Study of Hierarchical Branch Prediction Architecture  

  

A HBPA (hierarchical branch prediction architecture) [1] is proposed to reduce the complex computations 

using no complicated algorithms and simpler buffer architecture. The proposed mechanism was found to 

be effective and efficient in measuring misprediction rate along with improved performance. Hierarchical 

branch predictor proposes the utilization of backup tables and fast table which are located in memory. Fast 

table contains branch target entries and backup table contains branch linked buffer arranged on chip. The 

scratch pad memory is responsible for updating all tables asynchronously with information caught at write 

back stage of pipeline. The proposed solution has minimized the one chip area and also speeds up the 

prediction procedure. In addition to this accuracy of work has also been found to be improved. The 

methodology applied to the solution consists of a small table, which contains branch target entries. Along 

with a backup table, that contains information in hierarchical memory and algorithms, which can be moved 

from start of the pipeline to the end stage. Implementation of hierarchical branch predictors consist of 

three components each to perform a distinct task like FT used for fast branch prediction, backup tables 

used for branch history information and BPE for updating all the tables and connection with the processor. 

Fast tables lies in front of pipeline. It has two ports; through one port branch address is sent to FT while 

through second port BPE updates FT information. Information in FT hits the target. Consequently result 

instructions are sent immediately. If FT misses the target, BPE updates the missed one. It occurs in two 

cases, one when FT misses branch and the other when a miss is captured in the write back stage. The 

location of Branch target buffers has been changed when compared to conventional one. Whereas structure 

wise they are the same. Branch link buffer consists of a circular buffer (head joined to tail). It reflects time 

and localizes space in missed branch. Branch prediction engine plays two roles. As a first step, BPE 

updates information recorded in BTB and BLB. This update is being triggered by missed branch in FT. 

After that, algorithms are used to determine branch direction. Once the direction has been determined BPE 

checks BTB and information is copied to FT. BPE also keeps track of the missed information in sequence. 

Fast table is a small replacement of conventional BTB with large capacity for information storage. Backup 

tables solve the problem of area limitation on chip. Update mechanism has also been proposed to deal 

with missing branch in fast table.  

Experimental results have shown branch misprediction reduction of up to 24%.  

  

B. Prophet/Critic Hybrid Branch Prediction  

  

In [2], a hybrid conditional branch predictor has been proposed which merges the best features of both the 

prophet and critic predictors. It can be either a prophecy i-e a predicted branch future or a critique 

depending upon the branch history and prophets output. The main idea is that the Prophet generates a 

number of few predictions for the future branches, the Critic critiques and if required make modifications 

or transformations. The Prophet uses the branch history to make predictions while the prophets predictions 

being stay ahead; the Critic takes the Prophets branch prediction output as input, and then critiques the 

prophecy. The Critic waits for Prophet to generate a series of few predictions before critiquing. Hybrid 

approach incorporates both Jimenez predictors overriding to get efficient and accurate predictions and 

Grunewald multiple future bits to improve speculation control. It differs in a way that Prophet and Critic 

predictors commence same branch predictions at different time intervals. Branch look ahead is done by 

the Branch Target Buffer (BTB) which helps Prophet in predicting branch taken or not taken. Prophet has 



 

 

a Branch History register (BHR) which consists of history information to generate prediction while Critic 

has Branch Outcome register (BOR) containing information of branch history and branch future to make 

a final branch prediction. Prophet guesses the branch direction and target address. The Fetch Target Queue 

(FTQ) stores the branch predictions. The Critic pronouncements are built upon receiving of future bits. 

Critics decision is final and overrides the Prophets prediction and if they do not match the FTQ is flushed 

off, discarded and executed down the Prophets right path. Change in prediction or early mispredict occurs 

if Prophets outcome does not match Critics outcome. Hence there exists a trade-off; speculative update of 

BHR upon branch completion and non- speculative update of BOR upon resolving a branch. Pattern tables 

are updated non speculatively; incremented upon branch taken and decremented upon branch not taken. 

Mispredict Recovery is achieved via check pointing. During Prophets work, information replica or copy 

of current BHR and BOR are tagged with the branch. Hence, history information of each instruction is 

maintained and preserved. If a mispredict occurs, incorrect register values are discarded, correct 

information is updated into registers with branch copied information and fetch starts with correct path. 

There is no need of discarding register values if the subsequent instructions are on a wrong track. More 

future bits feature which consists of subsequent instructions information is squashed only. Misprediction 

per instruction is directly proportional to the accuracy and performance metrics. A conflict may occur 

when several branches request for the same resources. Its Prophets responsibility to filter every branch 

instruction or predict branches while Critic only handles the mispredicted ones. Critic consists of a tag 

table for branch filtering. Different XORs are used as hash functions providing index and tag being 

handled by LRU replacement algorithm. A tag indicates mispredict. Availability of a tag indicates a tag 

hit. For Testing purpose, a cycle accurate IA32 with long instruction traces was used.  

GShare, 2bc-gskew, perceptron are the three Branch Predictors being simulated for testing. uPC is uOps 

per cycle for performance measurement and misp/Kuops is misses per thousand uops for mispredict rate 

accuracy metric. An 8kb Perceptron is simulated as Prophet and 8kb tagged GShare as Critic. Mispredict 

rates of conventional predictors are compared to the different predictor combinations with 8 future bits. 

Increasing filter size and number of future bits is proved to be highly beneficial. Results of the experiments 

show speedup of up to 8% with 12 future bits and the mispredict rate can be reduced up to 25-31%. Also 

adding future bits helps up to some extent. Research proposes the dynamic selection of best future bits.  

  

C. Filtering Global History: Power and Performance Efficient Branch Predictor  

  

In [3], an approach is proposed where power and performance is improved b filtering global history. For 

all the embedded systems used today, power is a major issue as hand-held devices need to save battery for 

better performance. Similarly, performance in terms of speed and latency is very important with the 

increased usage of high computation applications. In order to meet this requirement, embedded systems 

have to use deep pipelining which increases the penalty caused by each misprediction. To increase the 

prediction rate, several approaches are proposed but they have the disadvantage of increasing size of 

branch predictor remarkably. This increased size impacts power and latency dramatically. The new 

approach proposed in this research uses application specific knowledge to maintain only the history 

information which will be used for subsequent branch predictions and eliminating the rest of the 

unrequired history information. This leads to saving both power and latency. The existing works to 

improve power by modifying branch predictors come with high cost of performance degradation. This 

approach is designed for global branch predictors. Global branch predictors use the concept that 

information from previous branches can be used to improve the prediction of next branches. The approach 

uses two shift registers. Global History Table is a register to store the branch outcomes of previous 

branches and Pattern History Table register uses history pattern of those branches. The performance is 

affected when context switching increases in program increasing the power and access time when the size 



 

 

of branch predictor history is large. When observed, it can be noted that usability of history information 

expires when in GHR for a longer time. Thus, there is need to filter this information to keep only the useful 

correlation information which is beneficial for branch prediction. The proposed solution divides global 

history table into two parts i.e. short term history and long term history and they are marked according to 

the branches they are used in. A control flow graph is used to extract the correlation aliveness intervals to 

maintain entries in long term history. The levels are used in control flow graph where each level maintains 

a set of branches which have same distance from their common ancestors in CFG. The number of levels 

between a branch and a given ancestor is known as  

Correlation Static Interval. The total time a correlation stays in LTH is denoted as Correlation Occupancy 

Interval which depends on aliveness of its predecessors. Contention is a key problem that may arise in this 

problem. Contention occurs when correlation static interval exceeds the size of long term history. To 

resolve this, each interval is assigned a weight value which is measure of its contribution to accuracy in 

branch prediction. Then traversing is performed to identify remote correlations. This approach uses the 

same branch predictor structure as standard global history predictors have except that it divides the GHR 

into two parts as discussed. It used Application Customizable BTB to determine which information needs 

to be passed to LTH. SepIndex is used as an index to separate two sets and is used with the branch index 

to identify whether to pass branches to LTH or not. The hardware overhead of implementing this technique 

is minimal. The experimental work in the paper shows that improvements in power savings and latency 

can be improved up to 84 and 30% respectively using the proposed technique as compared to standard 

Gshare.  

  

D.  The Significance of Affecters and Affectees Correlations for Branch Prediction  

  

One possible way to improve branch prediction is using direction-correlations [4]. Direct-correlations can 

be further divided into affecters and affectees. Suppose we have two subsequent dynamic branches, A and 

B. A is an affecter of B if B uses some data which is affected by As outcome. Affecters can be illustrated 

using control flow graphs. Predictors might use this information to identify affecters. Once affecters are 

identified, predictor can learn which branches will be likely to move in the same direction. Affecter 

correlations uses a concise history table; thus improving the learning time of predictor. A will be called 

an affectee of B if A is testing an instruction C which can trace data dependence to another instruction D 

which leads to B. The affectee information usually encodes value to be produced by D. Thus, affectees 

provide values consumed or produced leading to branch that needs to be predicted. Instead of using 

affecters and affectees separately, a third approach could be employed where they both can be combined 

which will have much more information than using them separately. Another important issue is how to 

detect direct-correlations between dynamic branches. Data dependencies between branches need to be 

tracked using memory to understand affecters and affectees. It is also possible to employ approximations 

for some memory dependencies and see their impact on predictors. Two approximations for memory 

dependencies are proposed in this research. The first approximation ignores data dependence and tracks 

dependence of address operands. The second approximation ignores any dependencies after a load 

instruction. Both these approximations track register dependencies. The proposed design of predictors 

uses representation of the selected bits in global history register. The concepts of zeroing and packing 

have also been used. Zeroing sets a history bit to zero if it is not selected when branches retain their original 

position. Packing moves selected bits to the most significant bits position and setting other bits as 0. The 

experimental results have shown if the number of correlations is small in branches the number of 

correlation holes between them is also noticeable. Both types of predictors i.e. limit and realistic have 

been considered. The results have indicated an improvement of 30% in accuracy of limit branch predictors 

whereas the realistic branch predictors have gained up to 17% increased performance.  



 

 

  

E. CVP: An Energy-Efficient Indirect Branch Prediction with Compiler-Guided Value Pattern  

  

Indirect Branch Prediction selects among more than two branches. Prediction accuracy is very important 

for performance as well as energy efficiency [5]. Large amount of hardware storage and complexity or 

costly manual profiling dependency is the primary requirement of existing indirect branch predictors. The 

dynamic predictor takes a suggestion of using the compiler guided value pattern as correlated information 

to get an accurate and efficient prediction. It solves the issues associated with deep pipelining stage or 

long memory latency. It improves the performance by continuous patterns of value correlation. Initially, 

all correlated data values are merged to get a value pattern which is then used in indirect branch prediction. 

20% of overall instructions consists of conditional branches which may require longer cycle times. It 

seems to be very difficult to predict indirect branches for virtual function calls, switch case statements and 

function pointer calls with high accuracy. So, these three program substructures are made as basis for the 

compiler to undoubtedly recognize the primary value correlation. This information is then taken as input 

by the predictor to suggest the predictions at run time. This value pattern information is maintained by a 

low cost filter table FT and a simple global value pattern register GVPR. In this way, compiler and the 

predictor collaborate with each other to gain the best value pattern information. The experiments have 

shown that CVP prediction needs little more hardware support. Comparison with BTB results in 46%, 

ITTAGE by 5.5% and VBBI by 4.2%accuracy improvement with lower hardware complexity.   

  

F. A New Case for the TAGE Branch Predictor  

  

TAGE predictor is correlated to branch predictors under certain conditions [6]. This research describes 

ways to reduce cost of hardware used in TAGE prediction and also how to decrease misprediction rate in 

it. Branch predictor table is correlated to retire branch at its retired time by following three ways:  

• Retirement time  

• Prediction time  

• At the time of updating hardware and software  

  

There already exists techniques which make use of only single port memory thus lowering the cost of 

energy usage and improving accuracy rate.In the area of 1990 to 2000 no of researchers have been made 

in branch prediction which resulted in complicated branch prediction processes. Since 2006 with the 

introduction of TAGE more accuracy has been achieved in branch prediction. It has no of silent features 

in comparison to other predictors it has simplified methods of implementation thus reduces energy cost. 

Secondly, it gives more accuracy rate as compared to other predictors. In TAGE predictors introduction 

of IUM (immediate update mimicker) has reduces misprediction rate. It occurs through delayed updating 

thus minimizing missing if predictions. This paper also shows comparison between TAGE predictor and 

ISL-TAGE predictor. A loop predictor can predict those loops with regular body. ISLTAGE predictor 

uses smaller sized tablets which are tagged and smaller component are there within ISL-TAGE predictor. 

Performance Metric is used for 3rd championship branch prediction. Performance metric increases with 

increase no of misprediction and vice versa. Depending on misprediction rate benchmarks set can be 

classified into two sets. Those which shows more than 500,000 misprediction. For predictor are known as 

high misprediction rate benchmarks. Those which represent of misprediction comprises of 33 medium and 

low misprediction rate benchmark.It is core predictor of L-TAGE predictor. It consists of base predictors 

to and set of components known as TAGE predictor component. On TAGE predictors storage of occur on 

tablets inform of short histories. Base predictor and tagged components together provide overall prediction 



 

 

when tag component provide prediction that is usually weak. In such situations second source of prediction 

is more powerful. Predictor update is showed by bit u when provider component provide correct 

prediction. Tagged components are used in case of misprediction footprint limitations are used for single 

entry in small TAGE predictors while for larger TAGE predictors many new entries in different tables are 

made. The useful bit u is a set of locked entries for provider component when prediction is correct. 

Different measures have been taken for detecting accuracy of prediction on TAGE predictors. Large and 

small tags are used for storing unnecessary history or storage and false tag detection. In order to fit TAGE 

predictor in storage various components along with different table size are used which include bimodal 

table with different widths. In order to avoid the massive misprediction number due to delayed update, it 

become necessary to reread the prediction at retire time. It occurs at third level in table at prediction time, 

read and write at retire time. Reducing number of accesses on the branch prediction occur in almost all 

branches of prediction so that repetition of already written date should be avoided. Number of accesses on 

branch predictor can also be less through removing the chances of over reading at retires time, although it 

affect efficacy of predictor. The efficiency or performances of TAGE decreases when rereading of 

misprediction occur only at retire time. So it became necessary to accomplish two reads per branch on a 

single table.  

TAGE predictor can detect loop body when changes are constant or regular. The accuracy ratio when such 

changes occur at known interval otherwise detection of loop body become impossible. One of the 

characteristic features of TAGE predictor is that it can detect closely related branches with high accuracy. 

However when branches are not correlated statistical corrector predictor is used. ISL-TAGE predictor 

enhances its performance through using small predictors side by side. Thus reducing the misprediction to 

desirables level. Two types of predictor are used for prediction of certain branches global history 

predictors and hybrid predictors which combine local and universal history. However efficiency of hybrid 

predictors is poor. This problem is solved through using neural based predictors.  

In ISL-TAGE many variation can be made either changing size of storage memory, length of history or 

number of tables. Length variation has direct effect while changing no of tables has no direct effect. When 

size variation is made than there is no need to change other measures. TAGE predictor has taken evolution 

in branch prediction through reducing energy usage and in term of accuracy. It occurs at different stages 

in a table through reading at prediction time and read at rewrite at retire time. TAGE is further supported 

by small predictors which work side by side. Whenever there exist challenging difficulties. Loop predictor 

is such an invention which detect loop with constant changes. TAGELSC is also such kind of predictor.  

  

G. A Computation Saving Partial-Sum-Global-Update Scheme For Perceptron Branch Predictor  

With the advancements in pipelining schemes, branch prediction has gained a lot of importance in recent 

years.[7] Recent research has shown that perceptron branch predictors perform better than traditional table 

based predictors. However, one drawback of this approach is high latency time because of excessive 

computations required for each prediction. Another problem caused by large number of computations is 

corresponding requirement for adders which result in increased predictor size as well as power dissipation. 

Partial-SumGlobal-Update (PSGU) is a proposed scheme to decrease cost of computations with minimal 

effect on accuracy of predictor. The idea of this prediction strategy is to use partial sum information for 

prediction instead of carrying out complete computations. For perceptron computations, it can be noticed 

that a prediction can be made on the basis of just the sign of the sum rather than the total sum. However, 

research challenge comes in determining which part of computation can be used to calculate the partial 

sum and make decision of branch prediction. An adaptive scheme is used to select the sum which 

dynamically updates the number of parts on the basis of prediction results and actual results. Gating 

mechanism is used for computing process of PSGU. On detecting a misprediction, adaptive approach is 

used to add several operations for next prediction using same instruction. A step-table is used which 



 

 

resembles the traditional weight tables and is used to record and indicate number of computations for an 

entry after which the partial sum can be used directly by fetch unit. The index of this step-table can be set 

to index of one of the weight tables used. The use of this step-table takes decision of when to send a partial 

sum to fetch unit without the need for complete computation. Experiments have used O-GEHL predictor 

for simulations. Size of predictor is varied from 32kbits to 512kbits. Experiments have been performed 

for 32kbits, 64kbits, 128 kbits, 256 kbits and 512kbits O-GEHL predictors. Also number of tables is varied 

from 10 to 16 to check the corresponding effects on predictor. Sensitivity to history lengths and path 

lengths is also checked. The results have shown an improvement of 18.2% in reducing overall 

computations of PSGU based perceptron predictor with only 1.75% reduction in accuracy. Results have 

also shown that the accuracy of this predictor is affected only by the size of predictor (performs best for 

increased sizes) and is not affected remarkably by path lengths and history lengths maintained.  

  

H. A practical Low-Power Memristor based Analog Neural Branch Predictor  

  

The word Memristor is a combination of memory and resistor in electronic terms. It guarantees low energy 

consumption while providing high density and upgrading computers memory and arithmetic capability 

together as it has a direct impact on performance and speed. Neural Branch Predictors [8] improve 

accuracy performance by decreasing energy and resource usage simultaneously. Their negativity lies in 

its complicated implementation. A Memristor-based Analog Neural Branch Predictor will be energy 

efficient and uses non-volatile Memristor instead of RAM in the making of Neural Branch Predictor. This 

paper describes how a Memristor can be used in Neural Branch Predictor without violating its 

distinguishing features like cheap recovery from mispredictions. A Memristor can efficiently take the 

place of flash memory. Perceptron predictor is supposed to be an efficient Neural Branch Predictor but 

still has an accuracy performance shortcoming of less speedy computations.The Scaled Neural Analog 

Predictor has better energy efficiency as it implies analog computation using SRAM, a memory capability 

drawback.  

 

The architecture design of Memristor based Neural  

 

Predictor describes the placement of Perceptron predictor under the Memristor predictor layer, 

distinguishing in multi-level memristor cell MLMC for storage rather than SRAM. The Weight at any 

point is calculated by subtracting two analog outputs. Negative Weight value can be obtained by simply 

multiplying with a -1. Hence, there is no need of any complement operation. Total current is calculated 

by Kirchoffs Current Law. The branch is taken if positive lines total current exceeds the negative line and 

not taken for vice versa. It adds the current values just one time resulting in speed up. Prediction and 

Resolve are the two branch stages which run in parallel. This approach makes a Threshold comparison at 

Prediction stage by subtracting signals on both lines and later by using a Latched comparator. It gives its 

output to the resolving stage where signal training is done by updating all MLMCs at the same time. 

MLMC circuit design shows that history is an input to the memristor branch and it handles the voltages 

while for training purpose, use of CMOS gates makes it able to program Memristor by providing extra 

power help. Another technique named as double-memristor design incorporates two memristors in both 

of the branches. It has proved to be energy efficient but still lacks accuracy performance. Design 

complexity of energy and heat are resolved by using Memristors as it their property to consume less energy 

by making a resistance change permanent and hence, causing less heat. Tao based materials overcome the 

speedup overhead and State drift issue needs a strong electric field to disturb the switching. Variable 

resistor values problem is already solved by researchers proposing two algorithms as its solution. 20 



 

 

benchmarks from SPEC2006 were taken and common metrics are used. GShare, Perceptron, SNAP, 

Memristors including both simple and double were examined to assess the accuracy performance of the 

proposed approach based on power leakage and energy consumption both. A single memristor is assessed 

to be working best amongst all available predictors. Graphs are used to represent the prediction accuracy 

showing a clear difference in performance of this approach as compared to others. Mispredictions per kilo 

instruction MPKI have been decreased with a minor increase in Instruction Parallel Computation IPC and 

a decrease in extra training number too.  

  

I. Analyzing Branch prediction contexts influence  

  

Accuracy matters a lot in all branch prediction techniques but there are some limitations in finding 

accuracy. For describing these limitations cause is given by previous history of branch prediction [9]. By 

using these dynamic contexts some branches are invariable and some are randomly shuffled. Those 

branches which show invariable changes are more problematic. This paper describes the limitation of 

different branch prediction contexts, length variation helps in studying these facts. In an idealistic context 

all branch predictors show same output along with length size and information also matter. New matric 

introduction has helped a lot in measuring accuracy of invariable branches. Context length is reduced and 

suddenly changing braches are nominated for prediction. In order to reduce the list context length is 

reduced. Variable branches are counted in context and those are divided by number of sessions. By 

applying the iterative approach, it gives 97.42% accuracy rate of prediction. In this, get smaller number 

of invariable context by using different and refined chain of iterations. For getting complete benefit of 

iterative approach, predictors cannot use very long context. Short length path is helpful for finding 

accuracy of branch prediction. It still remains an open problem for the researchers to find new context too 

violently that will reduce the number of invariable and random branches.  

  

J. Creating Artificial Global History to improve Branch Prediction Accuracy  

  

The global history register (GHR) is basically used to predict a branch by correlating a set of branches that 

has been executed recently. This technique has associated advantages and disadvantages. An advantage 

could be gained if the correlation depends upon a long sequence of branches; whereas in case of small 

number of correlation amongst branches or an uncorrelated branch the overhead increases enormously in 

the form of noise (the useless data). In addition to noise, it also increases the training time and creates 

confusion. The proposed technique [10] has been simulated on SPEC benchmarks and an important 

observation recorded was the waste/uselessness of branch correlation entries than were actually required. 

It has also been analyzed that larger the size of BHR, greater becomes the number of mispredictions. In 

addition to this, too much noise has also been recorded in the case of large BHRs leading to the conclusion 

that the benefit earned is far less than the degradation obtained. The effectiveness of creating artificial 

global history has been shown on GCC integer benchmark. The sample code has an instruction of loop 

that has been taken even once during execution. In case of regular GHR, the branch prediction had been a 

lengthy and calculation rich task and resulting in just 95% of accuracy. Whereas by applying the above 

mentioned technique the  



 

 

branch prediction could be 99% accurate. Eight benchmarks were selected from SPEC suite. The experiments have 

  



 

 

shown that in the cases of simple predictors, non-taken backward branches and function calls with return statements 

the proposed approach has resulted in 12-14%reduction in MISP/KI for specfp.  

  
  

  

  

  



 

 

 VI. CONCLUSION  

Branch predictors are becoming one of the most important parts of modern microprocessors. As we have 

seen, there are multiple branch prediction techniques under research which have their own advantages and 

disadvantages. There are many factors which might be considered while designing branch predictors 

including accuracy or misprediction rate, speed and power dissipation. There is no one single technique 

that can be considered the best because each has a different performance gain. This paper presents a 

complete review of most important techniques under research currently. After thorough understanding of 

this survey, one may think of many research opportunities in this area. The current research in this area is 

limited to a small number of attributes. More research can be done to add the effect of more factors which 

may are affecting branch prediction performance. Example of more possible factors can be associativity, 

pipeline costs, sizes etc. These factors can be explored with their relative effect on branch prediction to 

come up with improved techniques. Furthermore, type of branches may also be considered. For example, 

knowledge of backward or forward branch target can enhance the accuracy of prediction. Profiling of 

branches may also be performed to optimize performance by analyzing and detecting branches 

dynamically. For example, profiling can be used to detect correlated branches and restructuring can then 

be applied to take advantage of this discovery. Loop unrolling and other techniques can also be exploited 

more to have greater impact on performance. Improvements in branch prediction techniques can help in 

improving the performance of modern microprocessor both by saving power dissipation and improving 

speed.   
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